Alexander the Great coming to Sydney

The Australian Museum is currently preparing for the 24th November opening of Alexander the Great: 2000 Years of Treasures, the largest collection of treasures ever to come to Australia from the world famous State Hermitage in St Petersburg, Russia. It includes over 400 objects from classical antiquity through to the modern age. This will be only the second time that the collection has left Russia.

“We are immersed in all things Alexander at the moment, so it is important that we celebrate his milestones,” says Elizabeth Cowell, the exhibition’s Project Manager.

“The birth of Alexander changed the world. His life was short but changed the course of history. He was a leader whose tactics are still studied and taught today, and he also had a fascinating and powerful effect on the art and culture right across his massive empire.”

Bookings for education groups are essential. Self-guided programs incur no additional charge above the general museum entry charge per student of $6.00. Education programs led by a Museum educator incur a charge of $4.40 (incl GST) per student for each one-hour session.

A teachers’ preview night will be held on Wednesday 28th November 2012.

HSC Enrichment Study Days on 19th and 20th February 2013 will give senior students a detailed look at the exhibition.

http://australianmuseum.net.au/Booking-an-education-group
Primary and secondary students at 180 schools in Qld and 12 in Vic will take their maths learning beyond the classroom, incorporating hands-on experiences that will see their numeracy and science education improve.

The improvements are thanks to a primary school maths program developed by Queensland University of Technology (QUT) for Indigenous and low socio-economic students that has been bringing maths into the real world to make it more relevant to students.

The program has been developed by QUT’s YuMi Deadly Centre (YDC) in the Faculty of Education. YDC lead researcher, Dr Bron Ewing, said the revolutionary maths program was currently being brought to more than 30 primary and secondary schools, and achieving solid results.

“YuMi Deadly maths takes students out of the classroom and uses common objects and experiences to teach them about maths, for example, learning about angles by doing a 360° turn on a skateboard,” Dr Ewing said.

“YDC maths puts maths into an everyday context for students – we teach maths in ways that make connections with the real-life experiences of students.

“For example, equivalent fractions can be introduced by cutting an apple into pieces. An apple can be cut into two halves. One half is cut into two quarters. The two quarters can then be compared with the half and the same can be done with pizzas, pies and cakes.

“Students find this more engaging, they are more attentive and the results speak for themselves.”

Dr Bron Ewing

How a skateboard can turn maths Deadly

When quality matters, choose Davell for Australian made lockers
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Consider a ‘classroom of the outdoors’ in
the Blue Mountains or Thredbo.

Educational packages tailored to the NSW
K6-12 school curriculum offering a range
of environmental bushwalks and cultural
programs. Developed and led by specialist
Discovery Rangers, Education Teams and
Aboriginal Discovery Rangers.

Accommodation and meals provided at
the two award-winning properties, the
Blue-Mountains YHA and Thredbo YHA. A
comfortable, safe and affordable option for
travelling school groups.

To obtain an information pack, or discuss
your group’s needs, please contact the
hostels directly.

YHA group accommodation
for schools

YHA offers secure, clean and affordable
accommodation for groups across
Australia. Each year, thousands of
educational groups are welcomed by
YHA! Choose from a range of places to
stay, from the beach to the bush to the
city. Whether you’re planning on visiting
Parliament House in Canberra, seeing
sporting events in Brisbane, seeing
museums in Melbourne, or exploring
Sydney, consider YHA as the base for
your next excursion.

- Budget accommodation & catering
to suit your group
- Central locations
- Travel and activity planning
- Hassle free
- Safe and secure

YHA group education programs

School Excursions
with YHA

visit: yha.com.au/groups
Soften the look of your classroom, add **colour** and reduce ambient **noise** by up to **20%**...
Soft Furnishings

Made in Australia, our designs feature a fabric range that is 45% recycled P.E.T. and carry a 10 year warranty

Contact Woods – we will show you how to bring education to life! 1800 004 555
With over 100 different education products, including books with unique and state specific rulings, the Olympic range has everything your students need for a successful school year. Along with colour coded covers, every Olympic Exercise Book has a booklist reference clearly printed on the front, so it’s easy for parents and students to find the right books.

Place your order through your current contract stationer.

^See website for full terms and conditions.
Vic students learn about food wastage in Schools in the Kitchen program

Melbourne food rescue charity FareShare, is calling on Victorian high school students to join the fight against local hunger… while learning kitchen skills and important lessons along the way.

Schools in the Kitchen is a youth education and volunteer program exposing students to the social and environmental impacts of food wastage in a positive and interactive learning environment. The program offers high school groups the opportunity to spend half a day in a commercial kitchen working in teams to prepare meals from rescued food.

Working with Melbourne businesses to collect surplus produce otherwise headed for landfill, FareShare volunteers use rescued food to prepare free, nutritious meals distributed by welfare agencies to those in need. This year, FareShare will rescue more than 600,000 kg of edible food, from which volunteers will prepare over half a million cooked meals for Victorian families.

The program provides teachers with the opportunity to engage and assess students outside the classroom and can be incorporated as an extension of the school syllabus including social studies, health and environmental studies, home economics and community service.

FareShare Vice President, Sandy Dudakov explains: “Our focus is on education and teaching students about community food issues and building an understanding that food poverty, hunger and malnutrition are not exclusive to developing nations. The lessons they learn are as real as the contribution they make.”

Bayside College VET teacher Chris Backman says the session helped her students understand that there is a hidden population in Melbourne of people who experience food insecurity. “We wanted the students to realise that there are a lot of people out there that aren’t as well off as they may be. The students loved it, and really felt as if they were doing something worthwhile.”

Schools in the Kitchen caters for two groups per week at FareShare’s partner kitchen at the South Melbourne Town Hall. Term 3 and 4 vacancies are available for high school groups of up to 20 students.

For information about the program or to arrange a student volunteer group session contact Sandy Dudakov.

email sandy.dudakov@gmail.com
tel 0412 200 050
www.fareshare.org.au

WEBiTLinks

Over 650 links for students, teachers and parents directly accessible from your school website – just add a link!

See WEBiTLinks in action here:

For more information contact ImproMation (02) 9533 9233
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EduTECH™
NATIONAL CONGRESS & EXHIBITION

13th - 15th May
2013

1 event, 5 conferences, multiple workshops, 3,000+ attendees, 1 BIG expo

Learn from our keynotes...

Dan Pink
Author of Drive, A Whole New Mind, The Adventures of Johnny Bunko & Free Agent Nation; Leading thinker on motivation, innovation & leadership.

Stephen Heppell
Europe’s leading online education expert

Alan November
Senior Partner & Founder, November Learning

EduTECH is the region's only event that brings the entire education sector together under one roof (including primary, secondary, tertiary and corporate education institutions), plus government and suppliers/solution providers, to discuss the strategic opportunities technology offers as a vehicle for improving teaching and learning outcomes.

Sponsors & Exhibitors to date

PLATINUM SPONSOR
Microsoft

GOLD SPONSOR
Civica

SILVER SPONSOR
seqta

SEMINAR SPONSORS

EXHIBITORS

Register today! www.edutech.net.au
World Challenge offers adventure and community service

Described by students and teachers alike as “life changing”, World Challenge Expeditions offer an opportunity to experience diverse cultures, while undertaking charitable projects that benefit the local community and make a difference at a grass roots level.

Students who have participated in past World Challenges have built orphanges in Africa, schools in Ecuador and medical centres in Asia.

World Challenge offers high schools the framework for providing their students with customised overseas education expeditions to over 40 destinations in developing countries.

Expeditions come at no monetary cost to the school because students are involved in a structure program of fundraising and expedition planning. Incentives are offered for teachers to become World Challenge School Leaders. For every eight students signed up for an expedition, one teacher’s position is fully funded.

www.worldchallenge.com.au
tel 1300 728 568

---

Educational Assessment Australia

Taking practice to a new level...

The first in a unique new line of products, Practice Online Mathematics (Beta release) is an innovative series of maths tests from Educational Assessment Australia, the developers of the International Competitions and Assessments for Schools (ICAS). Each test features 40 skills-based questions to be completed in an authentic examination time frame. After taking a test, students receive a comprehensive individual report detailing their results overall and by skill area assessed.

- Offers ideal preparation for ICAS Mathematics and other maths skills-based assessments
- Allows students to revise and practice core maths skills at home or in an independent study environment
- Gives immediate results in a detailed individual report comparing the student’s performance with that of other students in their year level
- Results are broken down by skill area, providing insight into areas of strength and weakness
- Gives students the option of revisiting the test questions after getting their results; a valuable opportunity to review the test with a parent or tutor and identify topics for further revision

Through combining challenging, age-appropriate questions with meaningful feedback, Practice Online Mathematics offers an effective tool to help students improve their maths results – and is a resource you can recommend to students and their parents with confidence.

To “click-start” your students’ improvement in maths today, simply scan the QR code or visit http://tiny.cc/maths15

---

Rose Bay High School in Tasmania travelled to Sarawak, East Malaysia. Pick up at Bario, in the Kelabit Highlands. Students L to R – Maggie Smith, Jack Howlin, Ashley Kershaw-Donkers, Robert Garland and Lucy Smith; North from Kuching. L to R Students in sunglasses – Maggie Smith, Lucy Smith, Robert Garland; Waterfall in Kabah Highland. Students L to R – Maggie Smith, Robert Garland, Ashley Kershaw-Donkers
Simple to use interactive projector in one hand... the students in the palm of the other.

Interactive teaching is now as easy as turning on the projector and starting your class!

With Epson’s latest range of interactive projectors, PC-free interactivity is now a reality. Plus, they’re so simple to use, even if you’re new to interactive teaching.

Epson’s renowned smooth and accurate interactive pen is now improved – two pens enable users to work simultaneously, opening a world of teaching possibilities. What’s more, with no need for driver software and one touch auto calibration, installation is a snap.

The Epson EB-475Wi and EB-485Wi are so simple to use, you’ll have your students in the palm of your hand.

Call 1300 130 194 or visit www.epson.com.au/interactive